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Nuggets of News and Knowledge January 2020

Whether you are new to gold prospecting or an
experienced old-timer, whether you have just started
swinging a metal detector or have been digging
targets for years, get the most out of treasure hunting
with these nuggets of news and knowledge— tips,
ideas, new products and more!

Bad Weather is Good for Prospecting
Did you know that “bad” weather
can be a plus for prospectors? No
one ever hopes that Mother Nature
causes catastrophic loss of life and
property, but the ups and downs of
weather events in any gold-bearing
area are something to take
advantage of. Nature can help all of
us in our quest for the shiny stuff! 

Typical winter storms usually do not
create enough havoc to force
substantial amounts of "new" gold into movement. However, when Mother
Nature really goes to work over a “bad” winter or for an extended period of time,
a great deal of gold can be set free, creating a bonanza for gold hunters in
spring and summer. Gold veins that have been hidden for decades suddenly
can be exposed. Floods can also sweep gold out of abandoned mines and
wash it downriver. Known gold digs can be washed out, trees uprooted, and the
landscape eroded. Benched gold deposits can be released and transported
back into running streams. 

If you’re in an area that experiences high-water events, get out and keep an eye
on the water flow so you can try to figure out where the gold actually drops out. 
Article continued here...

How Electroscopes Work
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What is an Artifact?
Whether you're new to metal
detecting or have been
digging targets for years,
you probably have imagined
uncovering something really
BIG... meaning really
important (not necessarily
big in size). What if while out
hunting you dug up a relic
— something of real
historical and cultural
importance? Would you
know what to do? Do you
know what you SHOULD
do? Laws and regulations
and ordinances vary from
state to state, county to
county, and city to city. And if
that's not enough to keep
track of, there are also
federal laws that regulate
the collecting of relics, too.
Each state has a wealth of
regulatory laws that govern
metal detecting and artifact
recovery. The really big
federal law to pay attention
to is the Archaeological
Resources Protection Act of
1979 (ARPA). This law will



An Electroscope is a
different breed and
concept of metal
detector technology.
It is an electronic
locator that will
recognize the
presence of metals
from a long distance
— up to two miles
away on sizeable
targets. These fine
instruments can aid
treasure hunters by
providing a direction and an approximate location where treasure might be
buried, then you can finish off your recovery of gold, coins, relics, and more
using a conventional deep seeking metal detector. Hunting for nuggets, veins,
and paystreaks in highly mineralized areas is a natural application for these
custom designed instruments. Cover more ground in less time and increase the
chance of making a recovery-- after all, the goal of all treasure hunters is to be
productive with their equipment and save search time. Learn more about
electroscopes here.

Portable Highbanker Trommel Ships FREE!

Ready to take your gold recovery to the next level? It's simple— run more
material, get more gold... FASTER! If you already have rich, gold-bearing dirt
and it's just a matter of being able to process it quicker than what you're doing
now, then it's time to step up your efforts a notch with this versatile gold mining
machine that's a classifier, highbanker, and trommel all in one! Want one light-
weight machine that will do it all? Check out this portable highbanker trommel
with FREE SHIPPING!

Backpack Gold Vacuum Ships FREE!

be enforced no matter what
federal or Indian lands you
happen to be treasure
hunting on. Article continues
here...

DEMO MODEL Only
$299.99 Desert Fox
Gold Panning
Machine

Lightly used variable speed
Desert Fox Automatic Gold
Panning Machine only
$299.99. Compare to
$359.99 for a NEW
machine!

Sluice Box Matting
Makes a Difference

Quality sluice box matting is
important not only in a basic
sluice, but also for a high
banker or a suction dredge.
Riffles do a great job of
slowing down the gold, but
some type of matting
underneath the riffles is
required to hold the gold
and help prevent it from
flowing out along with waste
material. Changing out the
matting can make a big
difference in gold recovery
rates, so why not
experiment? Miners moss,
carpet, rubber mats, etc.
found here.

Gold Cube Ships



Gold miners know
that with every heavy
rain, flood waters lift
and suspend fine
particles of gold. As
the water slows, the
fines are deposited in
crevices and moss
along a riverbank. If
you don't yet have a
way to recover those
concentrates, but
know a good spot or
two where a vacuum
device would really
come in handy, then
the VAC PAC gold

collecting device is for you! It's not new— it's tried and true — having been first
manufactured in the 1980s. Weighing less than 15 pounds, the VAC PAC is
simple to operate and is the perfect tool for every miner, beginner and
seasoned pro, who wants to collect material .5 inch or less that contains fine
gold. This machine was developed as a low priced, light-weight, complete gold
collecting device that can work all day on a quart of gas. The VAC-PAC has a 2
inch inlet hose that can vacuum those rich concentrates at the rate of one
gallon/minute, and has enough suction to lift a rock larger than the hose
diameter. VAC-PAC gold vacuum details here. 

History Nugget: 172nd Anniversary of Epic California
Gold Rush 
“Boys, by God, I believe
I’ve found a gold mine,”
said James Marshall to
his mill workers on
January 24, 1848 after
he discovered gold in
the tailrace of John
Sutter’s sawmill at
Coloma. This discovery
started the epic
California Gold Rush,
and as they say, the
rest is history. To get a
good sense of that early
history, visit the
Marshall Gold
Discovery State Historic
Park, located on the
South Fork of the
American River.
Created in 1942, the
park encompasses
most of the historic town of Coloma, a number of historic buildings. A full-size
replica of Sutter’s sawmill is the park’s centerpiece, helping visitors imagine
how the discovery of those first dew flecks of gold drastically changed the lives
of hundreds of thousands of people. 

FREE!

Looking for a gold recovery
product that can process
tons of concentrates into
mere ounces? Check out
the Gold Cube! It can run a
yard of material (classified
down to 1/8 inch) in about 2
hours. You can also run half
a ton of material through the
Gold Cube before you have
to stop for a clean up.
Accessories also available. 

Considering a Big
Purchase?

No Payments + No Interest if
paid in full in 6 months on
purchases $99 or more
when you check out with
PayPal and choose PayPal
Credit. Details on PayPal
Credit here.

Are You on
Facebook?
Like Us on
Facebook
where we post
tips, photos,
new products, industry
news, special offers and
MORE!

Forward this message to a
friend



This discovery of gold 172 years ago was truly “dumb luck.” John Sutter and
James Marshall started out as partners in the lumber business. In the fall of
1847, construction began on a sawmill, and by early 1848, it was ready to be
tested. However, the tailrace, which carried water away from the mill was too
shallow, and had to be deepened so the water would not back up and prevent
the mill wheel from turning. It was during his inspection of the watercourse that
Marshall found the shiny flecks. Four days later, the sample was confirmed to
be real gold. By May 1848, San Francisco was reported to be “half empty” as
every able-bodied man—doctors, lawyers, gamblers, merchants, miners and
more— headed for Coloma.  Article continues here...

There has never been a better time to get involved in the Modern Day Gold
Rush! Visit GoldRushTradingPost.com today to find great prices on equipment
and supplies that make gold prospecting, metal detecting, and rock hounding
easier, faster, and much more fun! FREE SHIPPING in continental USA when
you spend $350!
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